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      Super relevant for our students




  
          Ms Annemette Vibeke Rasmussen




              


    
      



 


 
      Good basis for 1st year students




  
          Mrs Rosie J Dawson




              


    
      



 


 
      This clear and accessible book will be very helpful for midwifery students embarking on their course of study. The skills needed are fully described and examples are given throughout, to highlight the importance of continuous skill development both academically and whilst on placement.  A very useful resource for all midwifery students.




  
          Ms Sarah Jane Bowman




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is good as a supplementary read for midwifery students.  Those that would find it most useful are students new or returning to university level study.  The book is divided into logical sections and chapters, progressing to more in depth study skills as the reader progresses thorough the book.




  
           Nicky Hadlett




              


    
      



 


 
      This text contains so much information that will help students to develop and progress through the course.

Advised for precourse reading and essential reading on commencing course




  
          Mrs Nan Morse




              


    
      



 


 
      A thought provoking and interactive book.




  
          Ms Rachel Stanyer




              


    
      



 


 
      A truly great book for popel wishing to tudy midwifery.  I used his book with a lady thinking of studying midwifery.  this book gacve her a great overview of subject areas she would need to look at and what would be involved that could not be found in teh course material prived by unversity in advacne..




  
          Miss Rachel Hart




              


    
      



 


 
      A good useful book providing ideas and thoughts for future students




  
          Miss Caroline Farrar




              


    
      



 


 
      The title does not truly reflect the contents of this as hidden inside are a range of gems of advice to suit the evolving midwifery student as they make the step by step transition through the midwifery programme.The case studies and activities engage the reader while allowing further exploration of topics. I will be recommending this to my personal tutees as a companion guide .




  
          Ms Moira McLean




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent companion for the journey from novice to expert. I have asked students to purchase.




  
          Mrs Tina South




              


    
      



 


 
      This very helpful book provides an excellent resource for the undergraduate student.  It makes meaningful links between the study aspects of working towards graduate status and the professional requuirements for midwifery practice beyond registration.   Activities related to the focus of each chapter and realistic case studies will facilitate engagement with the content.   Each chapter is complimented by recommendations for further reading to support ongoing development.



  
           Celia Yeardley




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a well presented text that will be a valuable resource for any student midwife. It is a clear guide to the work expected and I feel that it would be a very useful text for students immediately prior to commencing a midwifery degree. It will enable them to have a better understanding of the academic and clinical work that will be needed to become a professional midwife. I also feel that it will support them as they navigate the path of academia to become qualified midwives. It is easy to read and is relevant to todays students.




  
          Ms Joanne O&#039;Donnell




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent text.  The students found this to be a useful and insightful text.  They found it easy to use and follow and relevant to giving clarity to their professional route




  
          Ms Gerri Capper




              


    
      



 


 
      this book provides an over view for students entering the profession and studies related to midwifery practice.  all chapters are relevant for contemporary evidence based practice.  a great resource.  thanks




  
          Dr Ellen Kitson-reynolds
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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